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Abstract

Introduction:
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common muscular dystrophy in the pediatric
population. The manifestations are progressive muscle weakness, impairment in walking and motor
function leading to loss of ambulation by age of 13 years. Molecular studies are standard tests for
diagnosis. This article describes the status of disease progression and genetic pattern in the Iranian
affected boys and furthermore, concerns to �nd a correlation between the genotype and motor function
phenotype of them.

Methods
This study was performed on 152 DMD patients. Clinical history including disease phenotype, steroid
therapy data and the NorthStar Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) score were all collected. Molecular
diagnoses were con�rmed by multiplex ligation dependent probe ampli�cation and Next Generation
Sequencing tests.

Results
We studied a total of 152 Iranian DMD patients. The mean age at disease onset was 4.04 ± 2.00 year and
the mean age at diagnosis was 5.05 ± 2.08 year. The mean age of loss of ambulatory was 10.9 year.
Contracture was seen in 38.9 %. The overall mean of NSAA total score versus age of the patients peaked
at 4 year with mean NSAA score of 24. We assessed the yearly changes in the NSAA linear score for all
cases based on mutation type and exon site. We found deletion mutation in 79.1%, duplication in 6.8%,
nonsense in 12.8%, and splice site in 1.4%. The most common single exon was deletion exon 44 in our
patients (5.3%) and the most common multiexon deletion was 45–50 and 45–52 exon equally with 4.6%.
This study did not show any correlation between age at disease onset, loss of ambulation age and
wheelchair dependency with mutation type but a correlation between contracture with mutation type was
found. A signi�cant deference in NSAA score were seen between deletion and nonsense groups at the age
of 3 year (P = 0.036) and 3.5 years (p = 0.04). We couldn’t �nd any correlation among phenotype and Exon
site. 91.1% had a history of corticosteroid taking and 54.1% of patient had compliance with rehabilitation.

Conclusion
This study has demonstrated the phenotype and mutational features of DMD boys and provide
information of the disease natural motor history, disease progression and disease diagnosis with the
management status of DMD in Iran. Achieved data will encourage the development of clinical trials and
advance future molecular therapies in Iran.
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Introduction
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common muscular dystrophy in the pediatric
population, affecting 1 in 3500 live male births. DMD is a recessive, X linked neuromuscular disorder
(Wang et al. 2017).

DMD is caused by a mutation in the DMD gene which is the largest human gene, located on chromosome
XP21. The mutation leads to de�cient production of a protein found in muscles called dystrophin, a
structural protein that contributes to the stabilization of sarcolemma during contraction, relaxation, or
stretch of muscles. However, the �rst manifestations of DMD are progressive muscle weakness,
impairment in walking, and motor function. Symptom onset is typically between the ages of 3 and 5
years. The progression of muscle pathology leads to a relentless progression of weakness leading to loss
of ambulation and wheelchair dependency by the age of 13 years. Other manifestations are a decline in
cardiac function and problem in breathing that failure in these two systems is the most serious cause of
death in the second and third decades of life (Vengalil et al 2017). Histopathology was the previous
diagnostic tool that was replaced by a noninvasive method; Molecular study. This method de�nes the
type of mutations in the DMD gene include; deletion (60–65%), duplication (6%), and point mutations.
The �rst molecular test as a standard diagnostic method for mutation analysis is MLPA (Multiplex
Ligation-dependent Probe Ampli�cation) (Echigoya Y et al. 2018, Haghshenas M et al. 2016, Van den
Bergen J et al 2014). MLPA can detect exonic deletion and duplication in 79 exons of the DMD gene but it
misses point mutations including nonsense, missense, small insertion, splice regions. The second step in
the molecular study to evaluate point mutations (25–30 percent of molecular pathology) in the DMD
gene is Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) (Yang et al. 2013, Mercier et al. 2013, Sakthivel Murugan et al.
2010, Shariati et al. 2020)

As a general rule in muscular dystrophies in the pediatric population, any mutation that disrupts the
reading frame for the translation of mRNA into dystrophin or establishes a premature stop codon appears
to be the starting point of a near-total absence of functional dystrophin and the severe DMD phenotype,
while a mutation that maintains the reading frame will typically cause to milder phenotype Becker
muscular dystrophy (Bello et al. 2016, Juan-Mateu et al. 2015, Peddareddygari et al. 2011, Taglia et al.
2015). Hereafter, establishing a speci�ed link between DMD genetic pattern and clinical phenotype in the
pediatrics DMD population can determine mutation-speci�c nature and its clinical behavior and may be
valuable for survival, mortality, and life expectancy.

Additionally, knowledge about the speci�c mutation of the DMD patients is crucial for the identi�cation of
patients quali�ed for new treatment options. Phenotype variation in disease progression is obligatory to
receive both standards care (glucocorticoid, rehabilitation) that can make a change in DMD natural
history and recently approved therapy, which addresses speci�c mutations (skipping of exon 51, 53 and
read-through nonsense mutation) (Aartsma-Rus et al. 2016, Vieitez et al. 2017). The present article
describes the status of disease progression and genetic pattern in the Iranian pediatric DMD population
and concerns �nding a correlation between the genotype and motor function phenotype of them.
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Materials And Methods
Patients

This study was performed on 152 DMD patients who referred to the neuromuscular clinic of Children’s
Medical Center (CMC), and the Iranian Muscular Dystrophy Association during the recent �ve years. The
study was approved by the Ethics Committee/ Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Tehran University of
Medical Science ( IRB code: IR.TUMS.CHMC.REC.1398.026) and patient caregivers when needed (the
caregiver consent).

Before analyses, DMD cases were de�ned based on both; mutation of the DMD gene and DMD
phenotype. Inclusion criteria were meeting clinical and genetic data and no history of any further
systemic or neurologic disorder.

Medical records were collected from all participants and the parent was interviewed for completion of the
information. Data concerned with clinical history including; patient age at the time of the disease onset,
age of diagnosis con�rmed by the genetic study, motor delay, loss of ambulation age, wheelchair
dependency, presence of calf hypertrophy and contracture, and steroid therapy data (Prednisolone or
De�azacort) were all collected.

North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA)

In this study, we focused on the North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) as a total measurement of
motor function. The NSAA is a validated unidimensional functional scale for ambulant DMD boys in
clinical practice. It includes several items evaluating abilities that are required to preserve functionally
ambulant. A total score obtained by summing the scores for all the individual items. The score may range
from 0, when all the activities are failed, to 34, if all the activities are achieved.

Molecular genetic

Molecular diagnoses were established by multiplex ligation-dependent probe ampli�cation (MLPA) and
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) tests. MLPA is the most reliable test to identify exactly the deleted or
duplicated exons.

Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Ampli�cation (MLPA)

Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Ampli�cation (MLPA) was applied to discover potential deletions and
duplications in all 79 exons of the Dystrophin gene located on Xp21.2 locus using SALSA MLPA
probemixes P034-P035 kit, MRC-Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The SALSA MLPA probemixes
have probes for all 79 exons of the Dystrophin and one probe for the alternative exon 1 DP427c of DMD.
The probes have been divided into two probemixes P034 and P035; have the potential to detect deletions
and duplications within one or more segment in the Dystrophin. Each probmixes has 45 various probes
which produce the amplicons ranging from 129 to 490 nucleotides, and include 10 controls which
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generate products shorter than 120 nucleotides. Patients with negative results of MLPA analysis were
analyzed by NGS.

Next-Generation Sequencing and Sanger Sequencing

All coding sequences, as well as the highly conserved exon-intron splice sites of the dystrophin gene, were
analyzed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing of both DNA strands. The amplicons of the
dystrophin gene which contain exons and highly conserved exon-intron splice sites were generated and
then analyzed by an amplicon-based next-generation sequencing. The average coverage of all amplicons
was more than 20X. Missed sequences and sequences with poor quality covered by Sanger sequencing
to achieve the coverage of 100%. An In-house pipeline was applied to consider all pathogenic and likely
pathogenic variants that con�rm the genetic diagnosis of DMD. Finally, founded Variants validated by
Sanger sequencing in both directions (forward and reverse) to con�rm the detected variant in Dystrophin
using Applied Biosystems 3130 Genetic Analyzer.

Statistical Analysis

Demographic data and clinical characteristics were evaluated by appropriate statistical analysis
subjected to descriptive and between-groups analyses of variance (ANOVA). When our data met the
required assumptions of normal distribution and su�cient sample size, Pearson correlation, or a one-way
between-groups ANOVA and post-hoc comparisons by Tukey HSD tests were performed. We compared
the change in linearized NSAA over time between mutation types and mutation sites group. Statistical
signi�cance was set at p < 0.05.

Result
Demographic data

In this study, we evaluated 152 Iranian DMD boys who had been referred to Children’s Medical Center and
had genetically approved diagnosis were enrolled. We studied motor and ambulatory status as well as
genetic pro�les.

The mean age at disease onset was 4.04±2.00 years and the mean age at diagnosis was 5.05 ± 2.08
years. History of the motor delay was seen in 47.7% of patients, calf hypertrophy was in 97.1% and 86.2%
of cases reported progressive weakness by their family.

Ambulatory characters

65 of the patients (42.7%) were dependent on a wheelchair and the mean age of loss of ambulatory
(LOA) and wheelchair dependency was 10.9 years. Contracture was seen in 38.9 % and mostly in ankle
and knee in 78% and 33% in sequence.
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Among these patients, a total of 1345 NSAA assessments were available for analysis. The duration of
follow up ranged from almost 1 year to 12 years. The overall mean of NSAA total score versus the age of
the patients peaked at 4 years with mean the NSAA score of 24. Following the peak, the decline of NSAA
score was seen. We assessed the yearly changes in the NSAA linear score for all boys affected by DMD
categorized based on mutation type and exon site. (Figure 1. A-B-C)

Genetic pro�le

The genetic pro�le of boys with DMD showed that diagnosis method for 82.9 %( n=126) of cases were
MLPA and for other boys who were clinically suspected to DMD and also, had negative MLPA was NGS.
In 17.1 %( n=26) of patients, NGS was a diagnostic tool. To evaluate the type of mutation, we found
deletion mutation in 79.1%, duplication in 6.8%, nonsense in 12.8%, and splice site in 1.3%.

The most common single exon was deletion exon 44 in our patients (5.3%) and the most common
multiexon deletion was 45-50 and 45-52 exon equally with 4.6%. Distribution of the patient’s mutation site
on 79 DMD exons revealed 47.4% in distal part, 35.5% in the proximal part, distal and proximal in 1.3%
cases (Table 1). Among patients who had deletion mutation approved by MLPA 57 %( n=72/126) were
located in the distal part and the largest deletion was 3-44 exons on the proximal part.

Genotype-Phenotype correlation

Correlation between “mutation types” and phenotype was assessed in this study. This study did not show
any correlation between age at disease onset, loss of ambulation age, and wheelchair dependency with
mutation type. We found a correlation between contracture and mutation type which were 57.9% in
nonsense, 45.9% in deletion, 20% in duplication, and 1.5% in splice site group. There was no correlation
between the mutation type and the NSAA score at the time of disease progression after 4 years but a
signi�cant difference in the NSAA score was seen between deletion and nonsense groups at the age of 3
years (P=0.036) and 3.5 years (p=0.04). (Figure 1 .B)

Also, we assessed the Genotype-Phenotype correlation between “mutation sites” with phenotype, we
couldn’t �nd any correlation among phenotype and Exon site. LOA age was 10.7±3.10 in DMD boys with
affected exon located in the distal part and 11.02±2.09 in the proximal part. The mean age at disease
onset in patients with distal part involvement was 4.05±1.80 and 3.6±2.2 in proximal. Wheelchair
dependency happened in 45.6% of distal and 38.5% in proximal exon mutations. Besides, there was no
correlation between motor delay and genotype.

Association

Out of total cases, 152 boys with DMD were investigated by considering to have compliance with medical
and rehabilitation therapy. 91.1% had a history of corticosteroid taking (non-speci�ed) and 2.7% had a
remote history. De�azacort was the most type of corticosteroid in 83.8% as well as 2% had a remote
history of De�azacort taking too.
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Rehabilitation was the other standard therapy, 54.1% of patients had compliance with rehabilitation
without any signi�cant difference between genotype groups.

Discussion
In this study, we analyzed the motor and ambulatory status, diagnosis method, and genetic pro�le of 152
DMD patients in Iran retrospectively.

An analysis of the natural history of DMD in Iran showed about 12 months diagnostic delay. Most DMD
cases in our study reported their disease onset by 4.04 years of age, whereas the age of con�rmed
diagnosis by the molecular study was at 5.05 years old. Studies in other countries had also published a
long delay in DMD diagnosis. The most important ground was the delay caused by parents with
considering the delay in reports of �rst noticing symptoms, thereinafter delay to visit a doctor, or refer to
the medical center. Several studies have recommended raising public awareness and alertness of initial
symptoms related to DMD. Moreover, doing other evaluations and the second genetic study in patients
with the �rst negative molecular study was time-consuming. Motor delay reported by parents was in
47.7% of our patients which is compatible with other studies (Wang et al. 2017, Vengalil et al. 2017). LOA
happened in 42.7% of patients and the mean age of LOA and wheelchair dependency was 10.9 years
which is consistent with some previous reports (Desguerre et al. 2009, Liang et al. 2018, Magri et al.
2011).

Although in the UK NorthStar database study and other researches LOA median age mentioned 13-year-
old (Ricotti et al. 2016, Muntoni et al. 2019). The contracture was seen in 38.9 % and progressive
weakness in 86.2%.

In the current study, we have addressed a number of important issues regarding the progression pattern
of disease and describe the effect of age on its progression by linear format NSAA scale. To characterize
the disease on linearized NSAA, we report the course of DMD in 152 Iranian boys.

We report the slope of progression after age 4 when the motor function starts to decline. With an average
linearized NSAA score of 24 at age 4 years, we detected that the all-inclusive rate of decline on the
linearized NSAA scale is 1.87 units/ year. These �ndings were coextensive with parents’ reports of
disease onset age in our study. Whereas, previous studies on the age of NSAA score peak showed later
age at 6 to 7 years but the maximum NSAA score was near our report as 26-row scores. We should
emphasize that in these two study LOA occurred at 13 years while our patient’s LOA age was 10.9 years.

Therefore, the linearized NSAA can accurately support clinical trials to report outcome measures in the
ambulant DMD population, and further, it simpli�es the interpretation of possible outcomes in DMD
ambulant boys who may lose ambulation during the study. We hope to provide more information about
the motor natural history of Iranian DMD patients through our database that can be helpful to the design
of potential DMD therapeutic trials.
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Our study also revealed the mutational spectrum of DMD patients from Iran. MLPA is a reliable screening
method that analyzes all 79 exons of the DMD gene and identi�es deletions, duplications and NGS was
the second genetic study to determine point mutation (nonsense, missense, splice site) (Sarrazin et al.
2014, Mittal et al. 1997, Hoffman et al. 1993).

Diagnosis in 85.8% of our patients con�rmed by MLPA which in previous studies mentioned 63–79.5%
sensitivity for this method. The reported deletion rate for MLPA-con�rmed Iranian cases of DMD was
93%. Deletions were the most prevalent mutation and accounted for 79.1% of mutations, followed by
nonsense mutations, duplications, splice sites representing 12.8%, 6.8%, and 1.3%, respectively. The
distribution and frequency of mutations are similar to the �ndings from other studies in DMD patients
(Zamani et al. 2015, Zamani et al. 2020). Exon 44 was the most frequently deleted single exon in the
present study, reported exon in other study were exon 45 and 51. Among multiexon deletions in our study,
exons 45–50 and 45–52 were the most commonly involved, which is also consistent with prior reports.
The largest deletion found in our study extended from exons 3 to 44 in the proximal part. The largest
deletion in previous reports was 8–47. Distribution of the patient’s mutation site on 79 exons revealed
47.4% in the distal part, 35.5% in the proximal part, distal and proximal in 1.3% cases and distal deletions
constituted 57% of the deletions in the DMD which this distribution is accordant with previous reports
(Vengalil et al 2017, Zamani et al. 2015, Zamani et al. 2020).

Mutations in the DMD gene can bring to a wide spectrum of clinical phenotypes which are strongly
correlated to the characteristics of molecular changes and the degree of dystrophin protein de�ciency
originated by the mutation (Mital et al. 1998, Zamani et al 2016).The Genotype-Phenotype correlation has
been characterized in our study: we assessed the possible effect of DMD genotype on disease
progression. We explored the progression of the disease by NSAA score in mutations by considering
genetic therapies. Comparison of NSAA scale at the beginning years of assessment, before decline in the
motor function, showed a considerable �nding, there was signi�cantly different in NSAA score between
deletion and nonsense groups at the age of 3 years (P = 0.036) and 3.5 years (p = 0.04) that revealed
stronger motor function in nonsense mutation group before disease progression. We observed that
individuals with duplication deteriorate minimally slower (1.25 unit/year) when compared with
individuals with nonsense and deletions; however, this did not meet signi�cance as Muntoni.F et al study
and in contrast with Bello.L research group analysis (Muntoni et al. 2019). Moreover, no difference was
observed in the age of loss of walking ability between the speci�ed genetic groups. No correlation
between genotype with motor delay and rate of LOA was seen but we found that contracture was more in
nonsense mutations that were signi�cant (P = 0.03).

Hereafter, no signi�cant �ndings to correlate between mutation site and phenotype in Iranian boy was in
contrast with the southern India study which revealed the earlier onset of wheelchair dependency in the
distal region mutations. We provide a piece of obligatory information for future novel gene therapies in
this area. Exon skipping method offers new hope for DMD patients with large deletion mutations. So far,
clinical trials pointed to ‘skipping’ exon 51, exon 53, and exon 45 have been conducted in many countries
(Ricotti et al. 2016).
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Management strategies for standard DMD care, of which pharmacological treatment and rehabilitation
are available. In the present study, we provided information concerning DMD treatment in Iran. Currently,
glucocorticoids are the only drug that does improve muscle strength and function in DMD by evidence-
based medicine (Manzur et al. 2008). The rate of steroid treatment has reached 41%-76% in developed
countries and data showed escalated corticosteroid assumption in recent years 18. However, in Iran, the
study of glucocorticoid therapy is rare. In our database based on patients, 91.9% of diagnosed DMD
patients had commenced taking glucocorticoids. De�azacort was the most type in corticosteroid therapy
(83.8%). The main reasons for not using glucocorticoids were parents’ refusal or steroid side effects. The
drug compliance of each patient had been ensured. Compliance with rehabilitation was seen in 54.1% of
Iranian DMD boys. Also, we consider the effect of taking glucocorticoids and rehabilitation on DMD
natural history. Our investigation on standard DMD care showed that most cases had positive steroid
taking and rehabilitation compliance and had no signi�cant difference in the application of standard
therapies that were seen in each mutation group. Therefore we could not evaluate the confounder effect
of glucocorticoids and rehabilitation on Genotype-Phenotype correlating.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study has demonstrated the phenotype and mutational features of DMD patients to
provide information on the natural motor history, disease progression, and diagnosis with the
management status of DMD in Iran. This achieved data will promote the development of clinical trials
and advance future molecular therapies in Iran.
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n=126

Deletion(79.1) Distal (47.4)

 

Duplication(6.8) Proximal (35.5)

NGS(17.1)

                                             n=26

Point mutations Nonsense(12.8) Proximal and distal(1.3)

Splice site(1.3)
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Figure 1

Yearly changes in the NSAA linear score in all DMD boys(A), NSAA linear score based on “mutation” type
groups(B), and “mutation site groups”(C).


